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LOCAL BODYSHOP GOES GREEN
With so much focus on green issues and sustainability, it is refreshing to see a local Bodyshop
making a positive contribution to the environment. Jack Panel & Paint have converted their
Bodyshop paint system to water based paints. The Glasurit 90 LINE paint system significantly
reduces the amount of solvent emissions and improves air quality both in and around the
Bodyshop. These environmentally friendly paints use the latest European technology to not
only give a perfect finish on your car, but also foster a cleaner, greener environment within
the Bodyshop.
Jack Panel & Paint has also joined the Glasurit Bodyshop Emissions
Program, a local initiative which turns Bodyshop emissions into trees.
The program has been formed in partnership with Carbon Neutral
Australia, one of Australia’s leading not-for-profit greenhouse gas
emission reduction organisations. Jack Panel & Paint makes a
contribution based on their output levels, to the Carbon Neutral
Australia tree planting program. This helps to sequester greenhouse
gases caused by solvent emissions.
“We were aware of the impact that solvents had on our
environment and wanted to be proactive in making a change
towards greener practices “says Daniel Jack “We have already
really noticed a change within our Bodyshop with less fumes and happier staff, and with our
contribution to the tree planting program we know that we are being proactive in making a
difference.”
Hundreds of native trees are planted every year by Carbon Neutral Australia. They are an
effective way of absorbing carbon dioxide emissions and can help address a number of
environmental issues including climate change. So far they have planted over 3 million trees
in Australia.
These environmentally friendly initiatives are a positive move within an industry that has long
been associated with solvent emissions and Jack Panel & Paint are amongst one of the first in
the country to join the program.
For more information, please contact Daniel Jack on 06 363 8468

